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Religion

is

man's aspiration

be in harmony with the

All.

The

have been presented are in
Mr. Hegeler in No. 25, defines Religion as
strict agreement.
"man's union with the All " (taking the definition from the Lutheran Catechism " Religion ist der Bund des Meuschen mit Gott
durchGott," and replacing the Word God by the more compre-
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are man's conduct in so far as

[The basis of morality

(Nixon Building, 175 La Salle Street,)

P. O.

man's consciousness of his relation to the All" (No. 24); as "Das
Allgefiihl im Einzelnen," the All-feeling in the individual (see
foot-note page 965); as " man's conception of the world that serves
him as a guiding-star through life" (page 1180).]
"

tify

is

not exclusive or sectarian, but liberal.

in the

his authority

Churches and out of them, towards greater knowledge of the
live, and the moral and practical duties it re-

world in which we

To

quires.

this

end

it

asks for circulation in the Churches, and

and other Liberal

also in all Ethical, Secular,

for a well-wishing co-operation in

what

good, and practical in the conduct of

all

life,

It

societies.

must admit

individual and

hopes

A

unison with the

All.

moral educator or

what authority dost thou

jus-

And he will tell us that his authority is not
he speaks in the name of universal order. Accordingly

It

and progressive people

in

thy precepts?"

personal;

The Open Court

desires to further the efforts of all scientific

"On

justly be asked,

it is

religion.

is

is

that of religion.

Ifi t

were not

so, all

his

good

precepts would have no foundation; they would hover in the air
like beautiful

dreams

have no

that

reality.]

Ethics is the Science of Morals; it teaches man why he must,
and how he can, regulate his conduct so as to be in unison
with the All.

be true,

Natural history and the history of mankind prove that hereon

collective.

earth a constant progress takes place developing ever higher forms

to

of existence.

DEFINITIONS EXPLANATORY OF THE POSITION OF
"THE OPEN COURT."

Morally good are those acts which are
i.

The Data

of experience are perceptions.

Reality

the

Truth

is

is

sum

total of all that

German, derived from wirken,

to take effect.

Reality

is

Existence
only existence, but the manifestation of existence also.
and its manifestation are not two different things both are one.
The idea of something absolutely Unknowable is therefore also
;

is

it

;

would imply the existence

not manifested

ohne Wirklichkeit

Science

is

— which

e.,

i.

is

of an object

whose

existence without reality;

ex-

Sein

a contradiction, an impossibility.]

is

is

the

economy

of thought.

(Mach.)

possible through application of the

laws of form to thought.

Knowledge

is

to say,

the present stock or capital with

Science cannot exist without knowledge.
The object of Science is not only to increase and enlarge knowledge but also to purify the present stock of knowledge from vague-

and misconceptions.
The purpose of knowledge is that

ness, errors,

of increasing

our power over

nature.]
is

that philosophy which recognizes the oneness of All-

and the Religion of Monism teaches that the individual,

as a part of the whole, has to conform to the cosmical laws of the
All.

the All,

many

superstitious notions in the world, of

its

and of its purpose. Similarly, science (man's search for
produced many errors or false notions of reality. But
all the superstitions of religion do not prove that religion as such
is an illusion, and all the errors of science are no evidence that science as such is a sham.
It is obvious that religion and science, as here defined, are not
If religion
contradictory to, but complementary of, each other.
and science do not agree, it is a certain sign that our conception of
origin,

truth) has

either the one or the other

mind has been one

The

wrong.

history of the

human

and reconciliation between
Their relation has repeatedly been disturbed

and science.
and re-adjusted.

The

is

of constant conflict

religion

unitary conception of the world affords the only basis for

and Science, and opens a new

vista of pro-

gress for both.]
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The nature of science
Economy of thought

in

and morally bad are those
e,, those which retard or

[Religion (man's aspiration to be in unison with the All) has

not immovable and unchangeable absoluteness, but the effectiveReality therefore implies not
ness of things in their relations.

istence

All,

prevent progress.

is.

the conformity of cognition to reality.

untenable

those which enhance progress,

,

which are not in harmony with the

[Truth being a relation between subject and object appears to
be relative in its nature. Absolute truth is a self-contradiction; it
would imply cognition without a cognizing subject.
At the same time it is obvious that absolute existence (in fact
everything absolute) is impossible. Reality is properly called Wirklichkeit in
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There are opinions only, and one opinion is as
good as another. Man likes to look upon the world
as a cosmos
but there is no cosmic order, there is no
higher law, there is no justice and no truth in the
truth

came unto me and

1890.

9,

!

—

"Preach!" And I answered: "What shall I
preach? Lo, I am young and have not sufficient
knowledge." "Go into the world," I was told, "and
world, there is disorder everywhere, the universe is a
preach the truth."
chaos of forces, natural laws are indifferent to good
That voice came from my parents and grandpar-' or evil, and the lie rules supreme in society, sham
and it found
ents, from my teachers and instructors
gains the victory over truth, cunning and selfishness
To be a preacher of triumph over virtue and love.
a ready response in my soul.
Truth, what a great calling Is there any profession
Oh these were dreary hours when I had lost the
more glorious, is there any work more celestial and ideals of my childhood. I had cast my anchor into
divine? I will go and preach the truth, I avowed;
the ground of religious belief and had suffered a shipand in the secretness of my heart I swore allegiance
wreck, in which I expected to perish.
I vowed to seek for Truth,
to the Banner of Truth.
There was a time when I did not know which I hated
to find it, to confess it, to go into the wide world and
more, Science that had taken away the comfort of
to preach it, yea, to give not only all my labor and
my religious faith, or Religion that had promised all

said:

;

!

efforts,

but,

if

!

were necessary, even

it

blood, myself, and

all

that

I

my

life,

my

was, for truth.

me and had proved

false.

Religion could not justify

Truth before the court of scientific research.
I abandoned religion and followed science.
Years passed awaj' amid earnest labors, and science
reluctantly opened to me her treasures. She made me
see the wonders of life.
Life appeared different to
me.
The universe of science is another world than

itself as

which I devoted myself to
it was a rash decision, a
It was an act that I had to regret
preposterous act.
in many dreary hours when I desperately pondered
upon the problems of truth, when I had hopelesslylost myself in the labyrinths of life, and when I de-

That was a holy hour

to

in

the cause of truth, and yet

that

which

I

imagined to see around

me

in the chaotic

perceived

spaired of Truth's very existence.

turmoil of the struggle for existence.

When I was j'oung. Truth seemed so simple to me.
What is Truth? I asked, and the teaching of my child-

visible threads that connected distant events.

hood always echoed forth the ready answer Truth is
the gpspel, and doubt in Truth is the root of all evil.
I knew the gospel by heart, and I studied eagerly,
that I might be a worthy minister of the word of God.
But the more I studied the more that sinful tendency
to doubt grew, first secretly, then openly, first suppressed, then frankly acknowledged, until doubt ceased
to be doubt it became an established conviction. A cry
"The gospel
of despair wrung itself from my heart
it is error
It is a falsity to preach it, and
is not truth
:

;

:

!

;

he

who preaches

it,

lie !"

preaches a

A pang of discord vibrated through my bosom and
tore my whole being into two irreconcilable parts.
Could I step to the altar in this condition and swear
preach the gospel ? Never
I had believed that
the gospel was but another name for truth and I now
saw that whatever truth might be, the gospel certainly
could not be truth.
Is there truth at all ?
No I thought there is no

to

!

!

:

I

I

in-

rec-

ognized that while the laws of nature might work
blindly, yet they produced order. The more my views

expanded, the clearer
to the

I

saw that the chaotic attaches

single, to the isolated only, not

not to the greater system, and the All

with order.

The

All

is

to the whole,

itself is identical

a cosmos truly.

Opinions clash with opinions in the empire of science and the knowledge that we possess is almost
always an approximate statement only of the truth.
;

One
is truth and there is error.
by no means equivalent to every other opinion; there are wrong opinions and correct opinions,
there is Truth in this world and Truth is a power. She
reveals her sacred face only to him who earnestly strugTruth may seem awful at first, but fear
gles for truth.
her not; trust her, have confidence in her, even as
Nevertheless, there

opinion

is

does a child in its mother. Give up your prejudices
and your misconceptions even if they are holy to yon,
even if they seem to constitute the very life-blood of

your spiritual being.

THE OPKN
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In the meantime I had given up every intention to
preach the gospel and found satisfaction in the retired
hermitage of the study, where I became an adept of
truth in quite another sense than I had intended in

the preposterous ambition of

my

youth.

I

was not a

teacher, not a preacher of truth, but her pupil, not a

master but a disciple who

How

patiently.

often,

truth dearly bought through the
hours and yet never too dearly

—

I had answered the question What
words "Truth is the gospel." Now
I had met so much
I learned to reverse the statement.
misery and woe in the world and in looking around for
If there is any gospel, it must be
salvation, I said
and truth must be found by patient labor, by
truth
scientific, honest research and by severe exactness.
:

:

—

What a folly in man to imagine that truth should drop
down from heaven as a revelation. Truth must be conquered by our own efforts. Truth would not be truth
were acquired in some other way.
Years passed away and, again a voice come unto me
and spoke: "Preach! Preach the truth. " I answered
if it

can I preach? Am I not a mere
disciple who has no hope ever to become a master ? I
am no preacher and no one has appointed me to speak
When I was a youth I felt the
in the name of truth.
I had almost
strength to preach, and lo, I had it not.

and

stepped to the altar and had almost made a vow which
Let me
I now know I should have had to break.
study truth, let me devote my labor to science, but
Besides, I am not
send another man worthier than I.
eloquent
but I am slow of speech and of a slow
I know not how to speak as a preacher to
tongue.
:

But

that voice

will not

came

again;

"Preach

the truth."

called to proclaim the religion of

is

mankind

be bound by any oath to adhere to this or to
He is pledged to be faithful

that confession of faith.
to truth only.

If

you have the conviction that truth

mere truth and nothing but the

truth

— will

be the

gospel of mankind, that the salvation from error can

come from
ligion,

that

cause

faith

it is

the

many

if

which

upon
is

this platform

seemed

and preach

churches, must be a voice crying in the

But that should be no reason

the calling.

Therefore

One

I

to decline

shall accept the call

upon

thing alone shall be sacred to the

humanity, and that is truth.
be no oath of allegiance to any dogma, no
pledge to any creed.
I accept the calling, yet I do

preacher

There

new

of the religion of

shall

come

religion will

to fulfill the old faith.

PROBLEMATIC TRADITIONS.*
BY FELIX

L.

OSWALD, M.

D.

Naturalists are often puzzled by the analogies of
animal life in regions divided by vast distances for
instance, the close resemblance of the Alpine brooktrout to a species of salmon found in the highland;

lakes of the northern Andes, or the identity of a South-

Mexican

tree-lizard with a variety

found nowhere else

but in the hill-forests of the Philippine Islands.
With a similar surprise the students of international
traditions

must often notice a phenomenon

that

might

be defined as a metempsychosis of popular myths a
reappearance (sometimes with all details of incident)
:

of political or religious

legends

among different

nations

connected neither by commercial intercourse nor by
ethnological

affinities.

In certain cases such coincidences

may be

attrib-

uted to the local adaptation of pre-historic sagas, while
under other circumstances the only possible explana-

would seem

tion

to

tendencies of the

be a marvelous similitude

the

in

"myth-making penchant."

The

William Tell legend, for instance, has been traced to
avaguely similar taleof our Indo-Germanic forefathers
;

we account for the far more circumstantial analogies of many traditions found among nations
as different as the Aryans, Semites, and eastern Mon-

how

but

gols

shall

?

"Murder
allels in

of the Innocents," for instance,

has

its

par-

not less than five different creeds.

Krishna, the incarnate God-son of Hindoo Mythology, barely escapes the emissaries of

King Kamsas,

who

causes the slaughter of all his brothers, sisters,
and cousins, and confesses the motive of his atrocity to
have been the warning of a learned astrologer. The

predicts the mission of the future prophet and incites
a number of Christian and Hebrew fanatics to seek the

fruit

wilderness.

that platform.

which grows out

a preacher that has not joined any of

whose

contains the germs of a higher re-

truer.

as

I feel

religion

greater than the old faith, be-

first,

step forward

new

new

Zerdusht Nameh describes a similar episode
childhood of Zoroaster, who by a miracle escapes
Mothe persecutions of truculent King Duransarun.
hammedan traditions speak about an inspired seer who

alone, that science,

it

so bitter at

that the

That remarkable and wholly abnormal event, the

the congregation.

He who

know

— out of the rock upon which the old creeds
shipwrecked — will not come to destroy. The

were

"How

said:

I

was a grain of
many, many

!

truth, with the

cause

of science

toil of

In former years

is

with hesitation, because I am aware of its difficulAnd at the same time I accept it in gladness, be-

ties.

plodded modestly and

O how

often,

it

COURT.

book

of

in the

Buddha, according to the
the fatherless boy.
Chinese version of the Sutra scriptures, alarms the
astrologers of King Bimbiisaras, the ruler of Magadha,
with the omens of his great destiny, and one of the
King's advisers elaborates a plan for preventing the
life of

decree of fate by the timely murder of the god-like
*

Copyrighted under Body andMind,

etc.

in-

THE OPEN
Buddha, Zoroaster, and Krishna had

fant.

well as celestial ancestors

;

royal,

as

the birth of Confucius and

Mohammed, Buddha, Zoroaster and Krishna is announced by angelic messengers, and the Brahman
new savior of Buddhism almost in the
exact words of old Simeon (Luke 11, 25
39).
The boy Buddha visits a temple to argue theologAsita greets the

—

ical

questions before an assembly of learned Brahmins,

whom

he amazes by this knowledge of scriptural comConfucius and his rival Lao-Tseu surprise
the sages of their native land in a very similar way, and
Mohammed, according to the apocrypha of Ibn Abbas,
had not yet completed his eleventh year when he vanquished a Christian monk in a debate on the unity of
mentaries.

Mohammed,

Allah.

COURT.

number

of siupas
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and votive

i,

46, etc.) are seceders

world-renouncing Messiah. "I have seen you before,
under the fig-tree," says Jesus when his converts introduce Nathanael.
Nathanael then at once recants
his doubts.
Sitting under the sacred fig-tree is one of
tokens of Buddhist Messiahship.
The
Buddhas assembled their votaries under a figwhose boughs trembled and whispered at the ap-

the mystic
earlier

tree

proach

of the holy redeemers.

One

Buddha's disciples

of

is

his master's favorite,

another becomes the "pillar of the

and Buddha retires to the solitude of Uruvilva, where
he abstains from food and denies himself every comfort, till his spirit has been sufficiently purged from

traitor

;

:

!

:

eyes

The

shall receive the glory of revelation."

I

demon then changes his tactics "You are faint with
hunger," he says, "and your soul sickens, you will
:

succumb if you do not break your fast. Dear child,
one must live to fulfill the duties of life." Buddha
unmasks his design and names his confederates Pas:

sion, greed, sloth, lust, fear, doubt, wrath,
tion.

"These," he

a vaunt,

tempter."

says,

and ambi-

"are your black

The demon

allies:

retires in despair,

and

hosts of angels descend to serve the victorious Buddha.

An

exactly analogous temptation precedes the vic-

'tory of Zoroaster in his contest with the emissaries of

Ahriman.
"Remember your mortal descent," says
the demon, "do not strive with immortal spirits
acknowledge my power, and I shall reward you with the
possession of everything coveted by the sons of men."
"The law of Ormudz is more precious," replies the
prophet,
your promises will not bribe me, your threats
have no terror for the servant of truth."
About A. D. 632 a Chinese pilgrim, Huen Tsang,
visited the birthland of Buddhism, and was conducted
to the sacred fig-tree of Rajagriha, where the prophet
;

'

'

of

renunciation conceived the chief doctrines of his

gospel, and

where

his

votaries had erected a large

first

from

the followers of John the Baptist, the precursor of the

prepare himself for the arduous work of his mission,

redeeming truth.
Mara, the spirit of worldliness, (the prototype of
the Christian "Prince of this World, ") tempts the
saviour of Buddhism by offering him dominion over
the kingdoms of the earth.
"All this is yours," he
says, "if you acknowledge my power; I am the gratifier of all desires, the ruler of the elements
demons,
men, and animals obey my commands." "You may
be the ruler of earth," replies Buddha, "but you are
not the ruler of light do you know me ? I myself am
the Lord of Law Powerless one Even before your

this fig-

The

merly followers of his precursor Rudraka.
disciples of Christ (john

like Christ, fasts in the desert to

earthly desires to receive the revelation of a world-

Under

pillars.

according to the account of the Lalita Vistara,
Buddha converted his first disciples, half of them for-

tree,

and comes

mission

his

to

an evil end.

faith,

"a

third turns

In a later period of

Buddha sends out seventy

apostles to

"preach the word to all nations of the earth." The
Kia-Iu or "Speeches and Maxims" of Confucius contain a special chapter on "The Master's Seventy Disciples."

Buddha

enjoins his followers to renounce

all

their

earthly possessions, and to leave their parents and
friends, wives andchildren,for the word's sake.

" Leave

you have and follow me." He himself wanders
and the
homeless, glorying in sorrow and poverty
all

;

spread of his doctrine develops numerous orders of
mendicant friars, besides world-renouncing saints and
anchorites.

When

the penniless founder of

Buddhism appears

on the shore of the Ganges, a ferryman refuses to serve
him he walks on the waters and thus reaches the op:

He

posite shore.

heals the sick'and lame, restores

man, revives a corpse, expels devils
and feeds the hungry. During a conference with the
spirits of two former saviours, Buddha is transfigured,
sight to a blind

and

after his

preaching

death his disciples acquire the

gift

of

in foreign tongues.

Emperor Vespa-

Tacitus, in his biography of the

sianus, relates the following remarkable miracle.

Dur-

ing the emperor's sojourn at the city of Alexandria a
poor man, known to have been blind for years, fell

down and embracing his knees, conjured him in the
name of the God Serapis to effect his cure by the touch
The Caesar hesi tates, and the blind man
of his hand.
then specifies his request "Moisten your fingers'w//'//
the spittle of your mouth, and touch my eyebrows and
The emperor then compHes and at the first
eyelids."
:

touch of his hand the blind man rises from the ground
seeing, and praises the mercy of heaven.
When the Buddhist saviour died at Kusinagra, the
mountains shook, fire burst from the rocks and the
world was darkened by a. total eclipse. His garments

were distributed among his

friends,

and the body was

THE OPEN
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consumed by the flames
days later

of the funeral-pile

;

COURT.
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but a few

LANGUAGE.

Buddha returned from heaven and appeared

BY PROFESSOR

to several of his disciples.

But the most curious
the synoptic gospels

is

The Science

parallel to the traditions of

the legend of Apollonius, the

F.

MAX MULLER,

Language teaches us our true posiwith regard to animals.
The same science has

tion

of

taught us likewise our true position with regard to our

Cappadocian reformer and miracle-worker. Nearly
all of the works quoted in the biography of Philostratus
were more or less completely destroyed b}' monkish

fellow-men.

fanatics during the

seven centuries of our chronological era, but their remnants suffice to almost justify the mistake of the Pagan chroniclers who con-

call the

founded the Tyana philosopher with the prophet of

languages are derived from a more ancient language,
which is lost, but which must once have had a very

Born

first

humble circumstances,
Apollonius soon attracted attention by doctrines and
miracles which induced his followers to revere him as
a supernatural being.
His enemies accused him "of
Nazareth.

of parents in

I

the

mentioned before, that English belongs to what 1
Aryan family of speech. That means that in

same manner

Aryan

language are

means.

obtain forgiveness of their sins or find relief from

all

by gathering relics of the soil
that had been trodden by the feet of the great teacher.
Like the founder of our faith, Apollonius tried to recsorts of bodily ailments

oncile the creeds of his native land with the doctrine
of renunciation,

and demonstrated the sincerity

of his

personal convictions by despising riches, and wandering about in humble attire, homeless, unmarried, deprecating the obtrusive

devoting his

homage

of his worshipers,

and

preaching the gospel of unworldliness and to the performance of miraculous cures. He
healed the lame and blind, cured sick people by a
mere touch of his hand and on one occasion created
life

to

a prodigious sensation by raising a

On

the dead.

by the rumor

young woman from
he was preceded

his first visit to

Rome

of that exploit

and the excitement

sumed proportions

banish the oriental magician.

ities to

rebuked the zeal

as-

that induced the njunicipal author-

of enthusiasts

He

repeatedly

who urged him

his potent art for secular purposes or mistook

a pohtical Messiah.

to use

him

for

Like the prompters of Pontius

enemies denounced him to the Emperor Doindicted on a charge of conspiracy, and after considerable hesitation, sent him to
prison.
Various similar persecutions were offset by
the fervid, and at last altogether idolatrous, veneraPilatus,

mitian,

who had him

tion of his converts,

miracles

and

after

who gathered
his

the records of his

death worshiped

him as a

demigod.

On

the occasion of every act ask thyself.

this with respect to

time and

I

am

me ?

dead, and

all is

How

is

repent of it ? A httle
gone.
m. aurkmus.

Shall

I

This lost language we call
The descendants of the Protoknown to us in seven great

branches, called the Teutonic, the Celtic, the Italic, the
Greek, the Slavonic, the Iranic, and the Indie.
The

became

to

and Spanish are

and. the other Aryan

real historical existence.

first five

numerous pilgrims who hoped

English,

Aryan, or Proto-Aryan.

performing his prodigies with the aid of the arch-fiend,
and on his first visit to Italy he was persecuted for
witchcraft, but his converts openly claimed his divine
origin and after his death Tyana, the place of his birth,
was actually raised to the rank of a sacred city and
the goal of

as Italian, French,

derived from Latin,

constitute the North- Western or European,

the other two the Souih-Eastern or Asiatic division.

Now

let

us consider for a

English belongs

moment what

all

this

Teutonic branch of
the Aryan family that means that English, and German, and Dutch, and Danish, and Swedish, and even
Icelandic, are all varieties of one type of Aryan speech,
and that all the people who speak these languages are
held together by the closest ties of a linguistic relato the

;

tionship.
It is

may be

said that blood

thicker than water, but

it

said with even greater truth that language

is

thicker than blood.

If,

is

in the interior of

A^ica, sur-

rounded by black men, whose utterances were utterly
unintelligible, we suddenly met with a man who could
speak English, we should care very little whether he
was English, or Irish, or American. We should understand him, and be able to exchange our thoughts with
him. That brings us together far more closely than if
we met a Welshman speaking nothing but Welsh, or
a Scotchman speaking nothing but Gaelic or, for all
that, an Englishman who, having been brought up in
China, could speak nothing but Chinese.
A common
language is a common bond of intellectual brotherhood, far stronger than any supposed or real commu;

nity of blood.

Common

blood without a

common

lan-

guage leaves us as perfect strangers. A common language, even without common blood, makes the whole
world

feel akin.

quite true that the different Teutonic dialects
have changed so much, that at present an Englishman
can hardly understand a Dutchman, a Dutchman can
hardly understand a German, while to a German,
Danish, and Swedish, and Icelandic sound as strange
as French and Italian.
Nevertheless, in spite of
dynastic and national feuds, English, Dutch, Germans,
Danes; and Swedes, feel themselves as one, when
It is
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brought face to face with Slavonic or Romanic nations.
They know that by their language, if not by their
blood, they represent a unity in the history of the world.

The same

feeling

shared most strongly by

is

all

Sla-

However much they may be separated

vonic people.

from each other by government, religion, and general
civilization, against Teutonic nations the Slaves are
one.
There can be no doubt, however, that during
the middle ages, and also in modern times, the mixture of blood between Slaves and Germans has been
enormous. The Slavonic names of places and families
in Germany, and the German names of places and families in Bohemia, Poland, and Russia tell their own tale.
Nevertheless, a man who speaks Bohemian, Polish, or

Russian, feels himself a Slave

German

;

a

man who speaks

himself a German, and he can hardly

feels

understand what is meant when he is told that the
blood of his great-grandfather was either Slavonic or
Teutonic.
Nor do I think that any biologist has as
yet given us a scientific definition of what

is

meant by

Slavonic or Teutonic blood, by Slavonic or Teutonic

and until that is done, such
undefined words should simply be boycotted in all

hair, or skulls, or skin

;

scientific discussions.

The Science

of

Language, however, professes

teach us something

Whatever

else.

the

to

so-called

national antipathy between people speaking Slavonic
and Teutonic and Romanic languages may be, they
have now to learn a new lesson a lesson that may
bear good fruit in the future, namely, that these very
Slavonic, Teutonic, and Romanic languages, which at
present divide the people who speak them, belong to
one and the same family, and were once spoken by the
common ancestors of these divided and sometimes

—

hostile nations.

At present such lessons may seem
scholars take a completely

The

history of mankind.

were

all

long ago

to

possess a

so far as they have

scientific interest onl)', in

new view

made

of the ancient

old idea that our languages

derived from Hebrew, has been surrendered
;

but

it

was not surrendered without an effort,

almost as great as that which made the world
surrender its faith in the central position of the earth.

•an effort

After that

came

a

new

surrender, of which

remember the beginning and the end.
brought up

in the

was

most

straitest

I

I

still

myself was

school of classical

were only
two so-called classical languages in the world Greek
and Latin and that all the other nations of Europe
were more or less of barbarians till they were debarbarised by contact with Greek and Roman civilization.
That the language of the ancient Germans or Celts
could have been anything but an uncouth jargon, as
compared with the language of Homer and Virgil
that the grammar of the Goths could have been as
scholarship.

—

I

led to believe that there

—

;
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perfect as that of the Hellenes

;

that the natives of

Gaul and Germany could have possessed a religion, a
mythology, and an epic poetry that could be compared
to the religion, the mythology, and the epic poetry of
Greeks and Romans these are ideas which would
have been scouted by all scholars, in fact by all
educated people, at the beginning of our century. But
facts will have their way, however much they may be
scouted at first.
That the Gothic language was as
finely organized as Latin, admitted of no contradiction.
That the religion and the mythology of the Teutonic
nations flowed from the same source as the religion
and mythology of the Greeks and Romans, had to be
granted even by the best Greek and Latin scholars of

—

the day, such as Gottfried

Hermann, Otfried

Miiller,

and Welcker. And that the epic poetry of Iceland,
and of Germany, the Edda and the Nibelunge, contained fragments of as peculiar beauty as the

Homeric

poems, was freel}' acknowledged by the foremost poets
and critics in Germany, such as Herder and Goethe.
Though no one would have denied the superiority
of the Greek genius, and though the glory of having
raised the world from darkness to light will for ever
remain with the Greeks, yet the Greeks, and their
pupils, the Romans, could no longer command a posiThey had made a better
tion apart from all the rest.
use of the talent committed to them it may be they
had received from the beginning a richer endowment.
But those whom- in their pride they had called barbarians, had now to be recognized as rff the same kith
and kin from the beginning, nay, destined hereafter to
outstrip even their masters in the historic race after
Classical scholars
the true, the noble, and the good.
;

who can remember the events of the last fifty years
know best how radical a change every branch of classical learning has undergone, when it became possessed
by this new comparative spirit.
Like many movements, true in themselves, this
movement also has sometimes been carried too far.
No one, it was boldly asserted, could know Greek
who did not know Sanskrit or Gothic. No one could
understand Roman mythology who had not studied
modern
but

it

folk-lore.

has been

All this

much

is

true in a certain sense,

exaggerated.

Still,

our historical

Greeks and
horizon has been permanently enlarged.
Romans have been placed in a new historical environment, and so far from losing in their prestige, they
only stand forth in bolder relief by the historical background with which the Science of Language has supplied them.

But

if

this feeling of fraternity

cipal languages of

between the prin-

Europe can only claim

a scientific

has produced very practical
The feeling between the
results in other quarters.
white and the black man is deeply engrained in human

and

literary interest,

it
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all the arguments in support of
humanity, it was not to be wondered at
that the dark people of India should look upon their
white conquerors as strangers, and that the white rulers
of India should treat their dark subjects almost as

nature, and in spite of

common

our

people of another kind. That feeling seemed wellnigh
unconquerable, till the discovery of Sanskrit proved
beyond all manner of doubt that the languages spoken

by the inhabitants of India must have sprung from
The
the same source as Greek, Latin, and English.
name Indo-Eut'opean marked not only a new epoch in
the study of language; it ushered in a new period in
Language, as I said before,
the history of the world.
is thicker than blood, and while a so-called community
of blood conveys really no definite meaning at all, a
community of language that extended even to consonants, vowels, and accents, proved an intellectual
fraternity far stronger than any merely genealogical
relationship.

When

the

Hindus

learnt for the first time that their

ancient language, the Sanskrit, was closely connected

with Greek and Latin, and with that uncouth jargon

spoken by their rulers, they began to feel a pride in
their language and their decent, and they ceased to
look upon the pale-skinned strangers from the North
as strange creatures from another, whether a better or
a worse world.
They felt what we feel when later in
life we meet with a man whom we had quite forgotten.
But as soon as he tells us that he was at the same
school with ourselves, as soon as he can remind us of

common

our

masters, or repeat

some

of

the slang

common childhood and youth, he becomes a schoolfellow, a fellow, a man whom we seem
to know, though we do not even recollect his name.
Neither the English nor the Hindus recollected their
having been at the same school together thousands of
years ago, but the mere fact of their using the same
slang words, such as matar and mothei-, such as
bhratar and brother, such as staras and stars, was
sufficient to convince them that most likely they had
been in the same scrapes and had been flogged by the
same masters. It was not so much that either the
terms of our

one or the other party felt very much raised in their
own eyes by this discovery, as that a feeling sprang
up between them that, after all, they might be chips
of the same block.
I could give you ever so many
proofs in support of this assertion, at all events on
the part of the Hindus, and likewise from the speeches

of

some

as

I

of the

most enlightened rulers

might seem

to

I

prefer to quote the words

an eminent American scholar, Mr. Horatio Hale.
the people of Hindostan in the last century,'

'When

he writes,
came under the British power, they were
regarded as a debased and alien race.
Their com'

plexion reminded their conquerors of Africa.

Their
were hideous monsters. Their social system
was anti-human and detestable.
Suttee, Thuggee,
Juggernaut, all sorts of cruel and shocking abominations, seemed to characterize and degrade them.
The
proudest Indian prince was, in the sight and ordinary
speech of the rawest white subaltern, only a "nigger."
This universal contempt was retorted with a hatred as
universal, and threatening in the future most disastrous consequences to the British rule.
Then came
an unexpected and wonderful discovery.
European
philologists, studying the language of the conquered
race, discovered that the classic mother-tongue of
Northern Hindostan was the elder sister of the Greek,
the Latin, the German, and the Celtic languages. At
divinities

the same time a splendid literature was unearthed,
which filled the scholars of Europe with astonishment
and delight. The despised Asiatics became not only
the blood-relations, but the teachers and exemplars,
of their conquerors.
The revolution of feeling on
both sides was immense.
Mutual esteem and confience, to a large extent, took the place of revulsion and
distrust.
Even in the mutiny which occurred while
the change was yet in progress, a very large proportion
of the native princes and people refused to take part
in

Since that

outbreak.

the

time,

grown with the fellowship

steadily

and aims.

It

may freely

studies

be affirmed, at this day, that

England

been of more i<alue to

good-will has

common

of

the discovery of the Sanskrit language

and

literature has

and inarmy of a hundred
retention

in the

crease of her Indian Empire, than an

thousand men.

This

many

but one out of

is

Science of Language has taught
familiarized with

many

to forget that not

more than

lessons which the

We have become

us.

of these lessons,
fifty

and are apt

years ago they were

scouted as absurd by the majority of classical scholars,
while they have proved to be the discovery of a
world,

or,

if

you

new

the recovery of an old world.

like,

But there are many more lessons which that science
still in store for us.
There is still much gold and
silver to be raised by patient labor from the mines that
have been opened. What is wanted are patient and
honest laborers, and it is in the hope of gaining fresh
recruits that I have ventured to invite you to listen to
has

my

pleading.

SUGGESTION AND SUGGESTIBILITY.

Two means

But

be a not altogether unprejudiced

witness in such a matter,
of

of India.

COURT.

cinations

mimic

We

in a

can be employed for provoking halluhypnotized subject frst, the panto-

attitude,

can impart

;

and second, the verbal suggestion.
to the subject a certain position that is

closely associated with the

mind

to be

provoked

:

memories

a clenched

fist,

associated with the notion of anirer.

of the state of

example, is
But it is much

for
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more convenient to produce hallucinations through the
words that are connected with this or that mental

A

state.

verbal suggestion attacks at

the idea that

is

to

very centre

Thus the alarm

be aroused.

"Fire" suddenly raised

its

of

crowded theatre, will
create the wildest confusion, and the most dangerous
excitement.
The unexpected but impressive and
natural shout

company

of

in a

"a mouse" will cause terror among a
ladies.
Some will at once jump upon

chairs, before the truth or untruth of the terrible

nouncement can be ascertained

;

and

an-

perchance, a
heard, witnesses
if,

paper basket is
will probably come forward who have seen a mouse in
bodily form, and who in perfect good faith would
maintain upon oath the truth of their statement Such
witnesses, it cannot be doubted, have seen a mouse,
the real image of a mouse,
but it was only a hallucislight rustling in the

—

The suggestion given to hypnotic subjects, works
a manner that is not much different.
It is the

awakening

into a vivid reality of certain

The

mind.

suggestion, therefore,

is

images

in their

upon the whole

limited to the material found in the brain of the subject,

ideas.

and consists mainly in combinations of extant
It may, accordingly, be perfectly possible to

suggest to an untutored individual the conceit, that
he or she is a great mathematician; but, by virtue of
this,

the subject will by no

To make
to

this possible,

suggest to him

all

means

really

become such.

one should indispensably have

the single propositions and les-

sons that are laboriously learned at school.

Suggesadd something entirely new
and even then it is a mere trifle in comparison to the
memory-material which it employs.
A most remarkable phenomenon is the post-hypnotic suggestion, which, like an alarm-clock, is set
tion can only occasionally

The
The suggested

to take

place at a definitely fixed point of time.

French

call

it

suggestion a ccheance.

idea remains unconscious, and at the time determined

spontaneously appears with astonishing accuracy.

let his bear dance
frame but very gentle
and you will not be afraid of him. Just as the man is about to
leave, you will ask M. Liegeois to let you have ten centimes to
give to the dog, who will beg, and you will give them to him

lost

in

;

also

order to please the company, he will

— an

American grizzly bear,

Liegeois and Liebault, at whose clinic the experiment was
made, naturally kept the suggestion a secret, so that the somnambulist might not get any knowledge of it.

One year

On October 12, 1885, he hypnotized in Nancy a young man,
Paul M., already before subjected to hypnotic experiments. At
10.10 A. M., he told him during the hypnosis that the following
would happen to him on the same day one year later. " You will
go to Monsieur Liebault in the morning. You will say, that your
eyes have been well for a whole year, and that for that you are
indebted to him and to M. Liegeois. You will e.xpress your gratitude to both, and you will ask permission to embrace both of
them, which they will gladly allow you to do. After that, you
will see a dog and a trained monkey enter the doctor's room, one
carrying the other.
They will play various pranks and make
grimaces, and it will greatly amuse you.
Five minutes later, you
will behold the trainer with a tame bear.
This man will be re-

— on the twelfth of October,

but also asked for Liegeois.

by

a messenger.

him

The

1S86

— Liegeois was

latter arrived immediately, called

Paul arose, rushed

to

meet him, and thanked

In the presence of fifteen or twenty reliable witnesses,

also.

the hallucinations

now

clearly developed themselves in Paul as

Paul saw a monkey and
he was amused by their antics and grimaces. Then
he saw the dog approach him, holding a box in his mouth. Paul
borrowed ten centimes from Liegeois and made a gesture as if to
give them to the dog.
Then the trainer came and took away the
monkey and the dog. But no bear appeared. Nor did Paul think
of embracing any one.
With the exception of these two details,
the suggestion had thus been fulfilled. The experiment was ended.
P aul complained of slight nervous weakness. In order to restore
him, L. hypnotized him but took the opportunity during the hypnosis, to ask for information about what had just happened.
"Why did you just now see that monkey and that dog ?" " Bethey had been predicted one year before.
;

;

—

me

on the twelfth of October,
1885."
"Have you not mistaken the hour ? I thought I said at
"No, it is you who remember wrong. You did not
9 A. M."
hypnotize me on the sofa I am now occupying, but to the one opThen you let me follow you out into the garden, and
posite.
asked me to return in one year just then it was ten minutes past
"But why did you
ten, and it was at that hour that I returned."
not see any bear, and why did you not embrace Liebault and
me?" "Because you told me that only once, whereas you rec

ause you gave

—

suggestion of

it

—

—

;

—

peated the rest twice."

were struck with the precision of

All those present

swers, and Liegeois had to acknowledge that Paul's

better than his own.

Awakened

his an-

memory was

after ten or fifteen minutes,

Paul

calm and had no remembrance of what he had just
said during the hypnosis, nor did he remember what happened
before the hypnosis in consequence of the suggestion of October

was

entirely

12, 1885.

Post-hypnotic suggestions can be given not only
to produce harmless hallucinations, but also

so as
to

tion.

later

M. At 9.39, as nobody had arrived, the
former considered the experiment a failure and returned to his
rooms. But at ten minutes past ten, the youth, Paul, who had
better remembered the hour, came to Liebault and thanked him,
at Liebault's before 9 A.

Frederick Bjornstrom relates the following
episode of an experiment performed by Drs. Liegeois
Liegeois has succeeded with a suggestion of one year's dura-

of large

yourself."

Dr.

and Liebault:

2033

joiced to find his dog and his monkey, which he thought he had

a dog enter

nation.

in

COURT.

prompt the subject

to the

execution of crimes.

In Dr. Charcot's clinic a patient was ordered to kill
an assistant physician and a slip of cardboard was

The woman promptly
obeyed the command and after the performance of the
deed gave a fictitious reason for committing the crime,
never doubting that she had acted on her own account.
suggested to her as a dagger.

Suggestibility
in

normal

is

soul-life,

an attitude which can be observed
now and then, as an ex

not only

ception but as an everyday occurrence.
position to receive and accept ideas.

It is

The

man's

best

dis-

"drum-
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raer " for a business-house

or hope, or conceptions liable to rouse fear or hope,

tiousl)' insinuates to his

will

is he that most surrepticustomers the belief that they

The

stand in need of his goods.

manner

that, in the simplest

best teacher

possible, imparts to his

pupils the knowledge which he possesses.

preacher or orator

he

is

he,

is

who most

The

work with mechanical exactness, according to the
dynamical power which the brain-structures that represent these ideas in the subject, possess.

The hypnotic

best

strongly impresses

In short,
moral injunctions upon his hearers.
suggestion is met with wherever ideas are transplanted

his

autorhatism;

state

Diagram Showing the Mechanism of Somnambulism,

highest stage of normal soulIt

constitutes the receptiveness

of the soul, the faculty of receiving, assimilating,

When

appropriating ideas.
to

consciousness,

clear

and

this receptivity is joined

the

new

ideas

not be

will

received simply, they will be compared with the

and either arranged among them

ones,

old

proper order

in

In such case they are

or rejected as conflicting ideas.

relegated to the lumber-room of the brain

among

those

Centralized consciousness, which manifests
itself in
will,

an

is

But when,

we

class

as absurdities

and

errors.

in sleep or in hypnosis, the activity of con-

sciousness has been reduced, and

when

the memorial

chain of past experiences has been broken, receptivity
also is lowered to an indiscriminate

ception of anything that offers

and uncritical

itself;

thus

we

re-

see, that

both in the dreamer and in the hypnotized subject any
absurdity
critique

may

is

find ready entrance.

lost,

when

All control,

all

a comparison with old experi-

ences has been rendered impossible.

The three phases of hypnotism, in their variety and
with their numerous transitional states, can be char-

excluded,

A

is given by
which produce

suggestion

of

is

(/.

common

e.,

There it takes effect as a suggesNot being properly coordinated

hemispheres.
(Sugg.)

tion.

with other ideas,

any

it is

readily accepted without

The wary

critique.

being asleep, there

is

guardian, conscious-

no inhibition to check

As in the case of
awakened innervate diand unhesitatingly the motor ganglions, (at I

the progress of innervation.
sleep-v/alking, the ideas

rectly

once produce muscular motion

intelligent mentality

The nerve-process
flex-motions.

is,

also suppressed.

is

simple re-

in this case, limited to

Man becomes

a living muscular manikin,

which submits to being placed, at the hypnotizer's discretion, in any position.
EXPLANATION OF THE DIjXRAM.
ABNORMAL
In the highest state o£ conNORMAL
/""N
sciousness, attention

is

concen

upon one object or idea
thought that is not subservient to. or may interfere with
In
this purpose, is checked.
the corresponding abnormal
concentration
is
so
state this
absolute that it produces a kind

to all three

blood still clinging to your hand," he
proves unable to coordinate this idea with other
notions.
Therefore he accepts it without criticism as
a fact.

suggestion, but he even

acts

his hands,

and devises

;

all

NCENT AxrON
Docility

The Height

of

Suggestibility

Self Conscious

ing

intellectual

of

Wake-Dream-

is

He not only believes the
accordingly. He washes

vhich at

In the cataleptic state, besides consciousness, the
activity of

In the hypnotic state

look, there

M .V

(MM).

the con-

we encounter an automatic-mechanical working of intelligence.
It we say
to an hypnotized subject, "you have murdered a man;
states.

.V),

thence transmitted to the memories of the

It is

trated

consciousness

sciousness of the central soul)

5

irritation of their sensory ganglion (/

acterized in the following manner:

The suppression

Suss

conscious sensation as well as conscious

certain sensory impressions {S I)

ness,

concepts which

mental deliberation

of

Explanation,
its

called docility.

life is

thus a process of intelligent

with the exclusion of a centralized consciousness.

from brain to brain.
Suggestibility in

is

phenomenon

a

it is

Hallucinations

Visions

MINIMUM OF

called

trance,

"ecstasy." Ecstasy is a fixedness or torpor of consciousness,
which, as we learned in a former
discussion on the subject, will

Somnambuli State lead

to a real

trance,

—

it

will

hypnotize,

Psychic Activit'

Dreamle

Cataleptic State

A very_high state of consciousness,

which however need not

be so high as that of attention,

plans with logically correct arguments, often showing

the attitude of mind called
" docility " in which sensations
is

great intelligence in the effort to escape the consequences of his imaginary transgression.

whom

With

individuals,

and ideas are strongly developed, there is evinced a readiness to take upon themselves the consequences, and to expiate the deed by
submission to punishment.
But in every case the
somnambulic process of reflection is effected with the
same regularity and with the same intelligence as if
the individual were in full possession of his consciousness.
Nay, the process is accomplished more swiftly,
because the inhibition which in various ways occurs
through the presence of consciousness falls out entirely.
in

The

ofound Sleep

religious feelings

ideas that once have been stimulated, be

it

fear

Lethargic State

or ideas

are

perceived

correctly recognized.

Nervous Activi
Hypolethargic""
State c :Z1
of Death'

state of receptivity.

It

and
is

a

In the cor-

responding abnormal state, the
ideas received are not compared with the memories of
former experiences they are
accepted in good faith without
;

discrimination.

The
of

senses of a

man

in a state

become gradually
They cease to perform

fatigue

dulled.

work with accuracy, .\i
same time thoughts become

their

the

visionary

;

they turn up promis-

cuously, often without any logical connection, but following a very loose asso-

which gives to their appearance the shape of fortuitous incidents.
Single ideas or memory-images may still remain awake. They can under

ciation

THE OPEN
circuiiislances afterwards be remembered as dreams. In profound sleep all
thoughts and dreams cease, while through the increase of the trophic [nutritive] functions in the nervous substance, the expenditure of energy is restored
and a new rise of consciousness is prepared.*

In the lethargic state a great part of the
of the

nervous reflex-motions

is,

mechanism

in addition,

rendered

inactive; the reflex centres of breathing, the beating of

COURT.

The intermediate states we call subconYet even those nervous structures which at
the time are unconscious, must not be considered as
vagueness.
scious.

utterly void of feeling.
So long as they are alive they
can in an instant be centralized, and thus come to the

front in consciousness.

the heart, and the trophic functions alone remain at

In a hypo-lethargic state even these last signs

work.

become low and the similarity of
swoons and trances warns the experithe danger to which the subject here is exdanger which naturally forbids further ex-

nervous

of

vitality

the state to

menter of
posed a

—

periments.

We

may compare

which all the memories
of former experiences are inscribed. There are images
of concrete objects and symbols of abstract thoughts,
but all of them are alive; and every one of them is di.walls of

rectly or indirectly in a two-fold telegraphic connection

with the outside world: every one of them receives and

sends out dispatches

there are afferent and efferent

;

The hollow globe

sometimes, and
memories may perform their work unconsciously every one of them is
living and feeling
but the feeling remains comparanerve-fibers.

always in part, dark

is

for the living

;

;

;

so long as

tively low,

it

isolated.

is

It

be conscious,

must be

it

A

it

ideas and thus locates the one that at

all

moment comes to

the

In order

must be conconcentration which co-

centralized,

nected with the organ of
ordinates

such

in

is

case not communicated to the central soul.

the front.

special idea (a sensation, or the

memory of a
moment

sensation, or an abstract thought) being for a

centralized

among

the other ideas of a brain, attains

all

prominence and a strength in feeling which is called
Consciousness is nothing but exalted
consciousness.
feeling
it is, so to say, condensed and centralized
feeling.
In its highest state which it attains through
a

;

we may

coordination

The

idea

that

call

at

self-consciousness.

it

the

time flashes

up

con-

in

sciousness ma)' be compared to the centre of vision.

we

The

object which

it is

not the only image present in the field of vision.

The

other objects grow

look at

is

clear

and

distinct

;

yet

more and more indistinct the
farther the}' are from the centre and many things will
remain unnoticed, although they are pictured upon
the retina of the eye.

mind

that are

Similarly the ideas in our

grouped around the present centre of
dimmer and dimmer and disapin the gloomy twifight of unconscious

consciousness grow

pear at last

In

The Open Court,

same diagram was used to show the
parallelism that obtains between the stages of normal and abnormal soul-life.
In that diagram, by a typographical error, the word " hypnotic " was made to
represent the abnormal state corresponding to the normal state Dreams, etc.,
it should have been soinnambuUc, and not kypnoiic.
No. iiS of

this

of

concentration,

organ.

Then

seems,

it

The operation

mechanism may be compared to an
which provides the hollow globe with

of

is

this

electric battery
light.

would be like
and now of that spot in the
the hemispheres. That spot which at a

the process of conscious thought

the illumination

moment

given

the hemispheres of the brain to a

hollow globe upon the

to

The mechanism
located in a special

hollow globe of

THE CO-ORDIN.ATION OF .MENTAL ACTIVITY.

20 03

now

of this

receives the

cence forms, as

it

the vicinity about

full effect of

the incandes-

were, a centre of brightness.
it

But

also appears luminous, indeed the

whole hollow globe is more or less strongly illuminated
from that one spot and the subumbra increases with
the distance from the centre.
Yet it may be that here
and there, where direct associations obtain, spots that
are relatively brighter, will appear amid the dusk of
the remoter regions.
It is not always the same spot
which forms the centre of brightness. The centre is
changing and may rapidly change. As a rule it is all
but impossible for it to remain the same for any length
of time, because the energy of that one idea would
Every concentration upon one
soon be exhausted.
;

idea

one

is

we know that concentration is
means employed by hypnotizers to produce

tiresome, and

of the

which is called hypnosis.
have reason to believe that this function, which
we have compared to the operation of an electric battery, is a real and a special organ in our brain, and incidentally it may be mentioned that we suppose it to
artificially that state of sleep

We

exist

in the Striped

Body (corpus

striatum) situated,

each of the two hemispheres.
It is a ganglion, the structure of which is analogous
to the structure of the hemispheres, not only in so far
as it has grown out from the walls of the hemispheres
but also because its gray substance (especially in the
almost centrally,

in

putameii) forms a terminus similar to the cerebral cells
in the cortex, with which latter, furthermore, it is in

various directions intimately connected.*
Some psychologists suppose that in the

somnam-

bulic state the hemispheres are completely asleep. Yet
this is apparently inconsistent with the theory that

—

somnambulism is an intelligent automatism unless
we give up all our present notions about the operations of the
It is

hemispheres as the organ of intelligence.
some physiologists consider the hemis-

true that

pheres as the seat of consciousness, and thus

it

seems

we shall again touch upon this subject from a physioloHere it may suffice to indicate that the facts hitherto
gical standpoint.
ascertained by observation and experiment seem to establish the theory that
* In succeding essays

the large ganglions of the nervous system, the cerebellum, the thalamus, and
are. each in its wav. organs of coordination.

corpus striatum,
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if consciousness is asleep, the hemispheres should
remain inactive. But the experiments of somnabulism,
no less than other and kindred facts of unconscious
soul-life, prove that acts of automatic intelligence are
possible, and thus point to another solution.
The
piano virtuoso has the complex motions of his fingers

that,

not in his hand alone, but in his brain, in the store-

house of his memories. If he executes these movements unconsciously, the hemispheres of his brain do
not remain inactive. Yet the activity of the hemispheric structures is not always connected with the
consciousness of the central soul.

After a longer pro-

become suffiwork automatically. Automatic

cess of conscious exercise, they have
ciently fixed

as

to

means "self-moving," "self-acting,"

or

"indepen-

Acts of automatic intelligence are such as
are performed independently of the centralization of
dent."

consciousness.

Unconscious cerebration can no longer be consid-

On

ered as extraordinary.

the contrary,

it is

a distinct-

normal feature of soul-life. All cerebration, it appears, remains unconscious, so long as it is not concentrated and properly coordinated, so long as it
remains unconnected with the centre of soul-life.

ively

Diagram showing the growth of the Striped Body (lor/n/s
from the hemispheres. The drawing represents a human
brain in a foetus of two and a half months, according to Dr Ludwig

struitiiiii")

p.

c.

Edinger.*

NEED OF AN AMERICAN DE^^RTMENT OF PUBLIC
INSTRUCTION AND FINE ARTS.
BY

The
is,

greatest,

as lately

remarked

Hillman, that
all

it is

DE GISSAC.

F.

perhaps the only, defect of American civilization
TJie

in

Century by the distinguished critic

anti-artistic

and without

ideals.

This intense prosaicism of American life is deeply deplored by
the best friends of our country, natives or foreigners, who are

anxious to see this great Republic evolving out from that prosai-

cism into intellectual and

artistic refinement.

Instead of being prejudicial to the legitimate material interests of a country,

as

is

artistic

refinement

is

greatly favorable to

them

to-day so well evidenced by the great Centennial Exposition

of Paris.
It is

number

not by reason of the extent and riches of a land, the
of

its

inhabitants, and the

enormous wealth

of its nabobs,

be called great, but rather by the
civilization.
Ancient Greece, in spite of

that a nation truly deserves to
artistic
its

refinement of

its

small extent of territory, has deserved to pass into history as the

greatest nation that ever flourished

Now one may ask
in

—
Secho.n of the Himan Brain
Showing the situation and shape of th Striped Body in a fullgrown individual. It consists of two parts, the caudate body f
{nnclfus caiidii/iis) and the lentiform body (nucleus lenliforinis),
divided by the internal capsule [cnpsuUr interna).
The lentiform
b: dy consists of three, sometimes of four, stripes, the outermost
on? of which is called the shell (piilainen).

A Vertical

:

•

den Bau der nervBscn Ceiitralorgane. By Dr.
I.iul.vig Edinger.
Leipzig: F. C. Vogel.
< The
cauda'e body has the appearance of a large comma, the biggest
pail of which lies in front, with the tail turned backwards. The lentiform

Ziodl/ VorU-sungcn

hoily, in that

pan which

iilier

lies opiiasile

the clanstnuii appe:ii

s

as a lensc.

:

i.

on earth.

What are
2. What

the causes of this great defect

ought to be done to correct it
American civilization ?
to awaken and develop the genius of our nation ?
To answer these two important questions is the object of this

paper.
I.

If,

as a whole, the

of artistic life

and

American people were naturally incapable

civilization, constitutionally incapacitated for

the conception, love, and culture of idealty, forever

condemned

to

would be useless to
Nobody would
think of advising a man congenitally blind to open his eyes and to
behold.
But such is not the case with the American people, their
blindness is accidental only, not native, and it can be easily cured.
understand and love materialities only,
preach to them the unknown

God — the

it

ideal.

THE OPEN
For, as well, if not better, than other peoples, Americans are by
nature constituted and intended to climb to the higher summits of
artistic civilization, if only well governed and educated.
That

which Michelet said about the origin of the French people applies
with the same justice to the origin of the American, which as a
whole is built up from the very best and richest variety of ethnological materials.
As a composite of Celtic, Roman, and Teutonic
blood, the American people naturally inherits the aptitudes and
qualities that are peculiar to each of these extensive families of the
The Celtic blood furnishes its brilliant, witty
great Aryan race.
imagination, its delicate emotions, and chivalrous spirit
the
Latin, its wisdom, harmony, polished acuteness, and its constructiveness; the Teutonic, its deepness and patient thoroughness.
So
it is not in any constitutional or hereditary incapacity that the
;

causes of the present defective character of .American civilization
causes.
tion

The

from the

This defect

is merely the natural outcome of two
immense and continual flood of immigralowest classes of Europe beneath which this contin-

are to be found.

first is

that

is so completely submerged.
In the times of Washington the country was smaller, the peowere simple and poor, but more polished and chivalrous. Today the finest old American families of Independence times have
been pushed to the wall and superseded by those rude and ignorant immigrants who have taken hold of the public wealth of the
country and established on it the stultifying yoke of an upstart,
selfish, narrow-minded, moneyed aristocracy.
So this low, mercenary spirit and igporance, imported by
European emigration is the first cause of the evil.
But there is another cause which, if at present not as powerful,
is more permanent and dangerous in its nature.
It is the tyrannical and quasi-e.xclusive influence exerted by England, by AngloSaxonism over the thought and customs of this English-speaking
Americans are not Anglo-Saxons, cousins of John Bull,
country.
as this old fellow cunningly says when anxious to sell his goods or
to advance his interest on this continent, but Americans, by the

ent

ple

fact that the English language

COURT.

nation,

and

in that only.
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total, radical

character of collegiate education

is

character of American collegiate education
tic

Or

?

is it

in the spirit

What
Is

?

it

young

.America.

"demand and

Instead of directing education and raising

they try to "please" their patrons

in

"

its

standard,

dispensing just the small

quantity and trashy quality of education that

paying

e

I

great majority of the colleges and universities of the land

supply."

'

£nd

day

idealistic, artis-

are irrevocably subjected to the mercantile law of

'

is to

not rather the reverse, taming, destroying, or pro-

saicizing the genius of

The

change

needed.

is

required by the

and dictating ignorance of these patrons.

Not long ago

the principal of a large sectarian college deploringly confessed to

me that he
to

could not do as he

knew

be better, that

to

bankrupt the college he had to conduct

it

order not

in

as a mill, on pa) ing

business principles, with the main object to attract and to please

customers.
It must be acknowledged that in the absence (West Point and
Annapolis excepted) of national colleges, the education of the
nation, completely abandoned to private or sectarian "enterpiise,"

can possess no national, high, and ideal character such as it ought
to have for the good and glory of the country.
The American
government ought to create national, intellectual, and educational
institutions,

such as

is,

the National University of

for instance,

France with all its faculties and colleges disseminated over the
whole land, and crowned by a great institute composed of all the inlitterateurs, savants, and artists of superior
tellectual lights
genius.
It is by that institute only, not for the common public
ridgiis,
profanutn
that the education of the nation should be
by the

—

directed.

This could be done without

at all interfering with liberty of

education, without injuring private or sectarian schools, but rather

For when there would be a national program and public examinations by circuit United States professors
with benefit to them.
to confer the United

States degrees on candidates, then

all

the

their national tongue, are reading

educational institutions of the land would feel themselves com-

English literature only, and are too completely and too exclusively
under the influence of English ideas, prejudices, and prosaicism.

pelled to raise their teaching to the level required by the national

synonomous with " heavy animalism," remarked, some years ago, a distinguished American writer and contributor to the Open Court, Mr. Moncure D. Conway, who has
spent many years in England and knows that country well, .\ngloSaxonism, however, has been equally condemned by the most competent English writers, such as Ruskin, Carlyle, and many others,
among whom it will be sufficient to quote one of the greatest .AngloSaxon authorities, Matthew Arnold, who wrote

senting as a model the national educational institutions of France,

Anglo-Saxonism

is

is

:

"

The most eloquent

voice of our century uttered, shortly be-

fore leaving the world, a

warning cry against

'

the Anglo-Saxon

The tendencies and aims, the view of life, and the
economy of the ever multiplying and spreading Anglo-Saxon

standard necessary to obtain the United States' degrees.

In pre-

merely follow the example of the American Minister McLane
who proclaimed them to be excellent. I do not pretend, however,
I

Americans could not improve on that system, if they wanted
But such as it is, it is to it more than to anything else that
France is indebted for her success not only in her artistic triumphs but also in her material wealth and financial credit.
So let this Republic also have her National Department of
Public Instruction and Fine Arts, her National Institute, her
National University, with its academies in the great centres, ?nd
that
to.

Too exclusively devoted

contagion.'

its

social

material interests, the American people has failed to provide in

race,

would be found congenial,

this

prophet feared, by

all

the

among mankind, and would invade and
overpower all nations. The true ideal would be lost, a general
The prophet had in view,
sterility of mind and heart would set in.

prose, all the vulgarity

no doubt, in the warning thus given, us and our colonies, but the
There the material interests are
United States still more
most absorbing and pursued with more energy there the ideal, the
saving ideal, of a high and a rare excellence, seems perhaps to
Whatever one may think
suffer most danger of being obscured.
of the danger to the world from the Anglo-Saxon contagion, it appears to me difficult to deny that the growing greatness and influence of the United States does bring some danger to the ideal of a
high and rare excellence."
;

II.

From what

precedes

it

appears evident that the remedy for

the evil will be found in the education of the upper classes of the

colleges in each state of the Union.

government a department for the
try.

It is

If I

intellectual interests of the

to
its

coun-

high time to repair this fatal omission and neglect.

have not had the honor, that

fell to

the lot of

my

country-

American independence, I am none the less than they devoted to this country and to the
great principles with which it is her glory to have enlightened the
world, nor less anxious to see her always inviolate and glorious
It is under the impulse of these feelas well in peace as in war.
ings that I take the liberty to submit this important subject to the
thoughtful consideration of the readers of The Open Court and to'
repeat to them, that Americans by all means should establish a
national system of education with its dependent institutions, and
should have in their government a department and secretary of

men

of a century ago, to assist in establishing

Public Instruction and Fine .\rts

!
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be discussed in Secular journals.

CORRESPONDENCE.

may

view so generally urged

There

is

In

it

prevail.

great danger that this

there

public welfare and to the religions themselves.

THE SLANDERED UNIVERSE.
The Open Court

To the Editor of

Wake

Mr.
to

me
1.

still tries

in

your

enough of
dowments,

:

what seems

last issue to justify

a plain case of Anthropomorphism.
He " denies " that the world is plainly inorganic as to

niass of matter

forming

admit, practically, as

stars,

etc.

stated in

I

but then he

;

my

former

is

article,

its

compelled to
that we can

only, in the absence of knowledge, mj^ww^ organic life to

What then

on other heavenly bodies.

know

neither of us

Wake

Mr.

2.

matter, viz

be present
the sense of denying what

?

says

solid,

,

is

we do not know

viscid,

oifive forms of inorganic

gaseous, and ethereal.

fluid,

This

no difference there.
3. Mr. Wake seems
Protoplasm

is

conditions of viscid matter,
occurs,

nnd protoplasm.

— in which, as Mr.

so.

or

which vital action
admits, " no one denies that feel-

and

Wake

Not

many forms

the

one

in

But then, he' says, we are
bound to account for the existence of this protoplasm. Well
(I.) Did it always exist ? (2.) Did it come by miracle ? or(3.)Didit
evolve through action of natural causes and processes ? All sciening and consciousness are natural."

tists

—

come by natural causes and processes.
Let Mr. Wake, or some one, show us some one instance of miracle

or creation, so as to have one fact at the bottom of this hypothesis,

them remain silent Not one single fact of that kind has ever
been shown. Not only is the uniformity of the whole known world
against it, but it is upon analysis unthinkable — for it assumes
!

something out of nothing.
Finally, Mr. Wake seeks to escape by "the hypothesis of the
" A world
existence of a living essence throughout the Universe."

it
is only necessary to work a "scruon the jury.
So, too, with our common school system.
.\ few religionists
of the Romanish domination in office will leave our republic with
a large part of its children under the exclusive control of its dead-

enemies.

There the Presbyterians

insist upon "putting God into the
Constitution," and erecting the Theocracy of Jesus Christ as " the

Lord of all."
There also are the Mormon brethren who want the Republic
to take its hands off of the Church of the Latter Day "Saints."
So that they can build one itnperium in imperio. So the list could
go on, and prove conclusively that there is no safety but in the
keen light of publicity which brings all creeds, churches and
dogmas to the test of truth, the safety and welfare of the Republifc,
and the public good. Turn the light on.

New York

City, Dec. 20, 1889.

To

Dec. igth, at foot of ray

While
tics,

I

decidedly favored the Monists, as against the Agnos-

do not desire to be unjust

I

'

certain personality, "
throughout
" his
not a " Spooky Co-tenant " what can it be ?

world-spirit,
is

!

'

'

—

;

it

men used

endangers his Spiritualism
to study

and drop geology.

;

just as

our creation-clergy-

Strange, that Mr. Darwin's

example should not teach all evolutionists that science admits of
only one prepossession the love of truth
and, that the monistic
world has no need of, nor room for, an "essence" or a ghost to
run it, or evolve it or any part of it.
T. B. Wakeman.
New York, December, 289.

—

To

to those

who may desire to be
The latter, in his

classed as in agreement with Prof. Huxley.

chapter on Descartes, when saying that Descartes consecrated
doubt, explained that, he meant the active scepticism which seeks
to conquer itself
and not that other sort of doubt which seeks to
;

perpetuate

itself,

Sermons).

In

as an

excuse for idleness and indifference, (Lav

seems

to me, he but expresses what ought
be the attitude of every rational rnind, whether Christian, Mothis, it

to

When,

or Agnostic.

nist,

too, in

a recent article, Prof. Huxley

wrong

it is

for a

proposition except upon logical grounds,

me, see

how any can

I

man

believe any

to

cannot, for the

life

of

him and if this were all that the
Agnosticism meant the disputation would be

highest class of

dispute

;

'

'

But Mr. Wake thinks that Mr. A. R. Wallace and others are as
guilty as he and that may be worth noting, as an excuse or otherIt is no excuse, but a further good reason why this unsciwise.
entific fog should be blown away by facts, laws, and logic.
Mr.
Wallace is an egregious offender. Instead of being a consistent
Spiritualist
studying science, which he drops as
Scientist, he is a
soon as

your issue of

in

letter.

speedily terminated.

'

b. t.

;

thank you for your esteemed criticism,

I

sence, " his

the Universe,"

w.

AGNOSTICISM, METAPHYSICS, ETC.
of The Open Court

the Editor

claims, or contends, that

—

our citizens can be made

of the highest consequence to every

"

pulous religionist

which "if it exist must have ^certain personality."
" The Universe may have a world-spirit without its being haunted
by Spooky Co-tenants.'" How ? and we ask in vain Mr. Wake
was challenged to give some evidence of a " living essence," or
any vitality outside of protoplasm. He does, and evidently can do,
nothing of the kind. His defence is a plain confession. If his " esof Spirit,"

'

is

"religious scruples" of one juror has prevented the

abolish capital punishment

are obliged to accept this latter conclusion, because they find

let

What

our free press.

etc., in

The

!

that everything else has

or

to the

not half

enforcement of the law in the Cronin case at Chicago, and done
what a million voices could not do for the "anarchists." To

liest

to say repeatedly, that I call nil the viscid

the organized, but simply one of the

'

is

merely a difference of terms. Haeckel and all agree that the viscid
or colloid form or condition of matter is tiie one in which vital
Mr. Wake does not pretend that vital action or
action appears.
life is found in any other form or condition of matter. So we have

or colloid forms of matter inorganic

to

citizen.

is

free expression about religious creeds, obligations, en-

religiously " believe

'

danger

is

There

;

CITIZENSHIP AND OUR RELIGIONS.
the Editor of The Open Court
Now COMES \}ae Brooklyn Daily Eagle of December
:

i8th. with
other newspapers, and urges that matters of religion should not

By

the way,

notice, that the

I

Rev. Dr.

Lyman Abbot

replied

Huxley's and took exception to it,
on behalf of his own Christian denomination. But the reverend
to that proposition of Professor

He

writer, evidently, does not see that he has fallen into a trap.
left

himself open to the

ply, that a

home

thrust that his objection would im-

man ought to believe without logical grounds, that is to
Which is a complete surrender and surely
no man ought to have Faith, or if I may express it so,

say irrationally.

above

all

;

yield the assent of Faith, in

the course of his investigations, ex-

cept upon logical grounds.

May
Kant

'
'

I

refer to your

makes

it

comments on my

formal reasoning

letter

?

You

say, (i)

(Metaphysics) equivalent to purely formal knowl-

edge." Surely he would not deny that
;

You say again

it is

also equivalent to purely

or the ne plus ultra of pure reason.
" truth is not the reality of things

:

:

truth

is

the

congruence of man's conception with the reality of things." I
cannot see much difference between us, as I assent to the definition that,

whatever

idea, conceived, or expressed,

to the reality of things, is the

Truth,

is

which conforms

a true or correct idea.

THE OPEN
As

your

to

remark you never

last

dual nature, by the expression
it,

or

its

my

fail

brain

;

to convince me of ray
by the act of exploring

representative, with your kind aid

analyzing

my own

and by the act of

;

thoughts.

Yery Truly Yours,

Michael Corcoran.

Lincoln, Neb.

BOOK REVIEWS.
A Reply to Dr. Lightfoot's Essays. By the Author of "Supernatural Religion." London: Longmans, Green, & Co.
Chicago A. C. McClurg & Co.
:

In this volume of one hundred and seventy-four pages, the
"

author of "Supernatural Religion

has presented to the public,

form, a series of essays that appeared in the Furtnightly

in collected

Kc-'iew as a reply to the strictures of the Rev. Dr. Lightfoot.

" A Reply to Dr. Lightfoot's First
entitled as follows
Essay on Supernatural Religion"; " The Silence of Eusebius
"
Polycarp of Smyrna"; " Papias of
The Ignatian Epistles";
Hierapolis"; " Melito of Sardis Claudius Apollinaris Poly" Tatian's Diatessaron " and
crates " " The Churches of Gaul "

They are

:

—

—

;

;

"Conclusions."

The

;

republication of these essays,

was forced upon him by the

the author

COURT.

standard universal histories, and, separating the history of the art
from that of the artist, has sought to trace in general outline the

advancement of musical creativeness throughout Europe.
Beginning with the little we know of ancient music, we are brought
through the crude and imperfect attempts of the early Middle
total

Ages, the isolated efforts of later mediaeval and early modern
composers. Peri, Lulli, and the rest, to the Generalion /nnmomijiie
of Rameau, from which work the progress of modern music
dates.
Following thereupon Mr. Henderson portrays the parts sustained
in the development of music by Bach, Handel, and
Haydn,
sketches the rise of the art of orchestration and the work of the
great instrumental writers, and finally analyzes with much acumen the growth of the grandest creation of musical activity the
modern opera. While leaning, perhaps, towards the Wagnerian
ideal, the author fully recognizes the beauty and luxuriance of

—

which

that

having

cellent.

Human

fact of Dr. Lightfoot's

elaborate literary abuse " and argumentum
hominemhSi&heen mingled. Dr. Lightfoot, it is declared, had
in no part of his essays entered upon the fundamental proposition
of " Supernatural Religion "
and what our author complains of
with reference to his antagonist, that Dr. Lightfoot, namely, shows
remarkable eagerness and ardor in rushing up all the side issues
and turning his back upon the more central proposition, is ema goodly quantity of

;

he says that the possible outcome

impK.
or, "The Course of Time" as Seen in the Open
By CaM S. IVeeks. New York: Byington & Co., 334

Life;

Light.

'

Fourth Avenue.

'

ii,i

produced

maybe, " a combination of the Italian
wealth of vocal melody with the German intellectuality, symmetry, and logic of form and development."
The book is supplied
with a valuable chronological table, but we lament the absence of
an index. The typography, and in fact all externalities, are ex-

put into book-form the articles he had originally written for a
Review and thus perpetuated his position, with which, it seems,

says,

Italy has

of the present confliction

Mr. Weeks "puts this work before the world because he believes that a great poem, of a former generation, calls for a truer

;

inently true of almost every orthodox theologian that has entered
of late years in the lists of controversy.

The

detected in it
" The argument so often employed by theologians that Divine
is

necessary for man, and that certain views contained

Revelation are required by our moral consciousness,

in that

purely imaginary and derived from the Revelation which
to

maintain.

The

it

man

only thing absolutely necessary for

is

seeks
is

and that alone, must our moral consciousness
Reason and experience forbid the expectation that
we can acquire any knowledge otherwise than through natural
channels.
We might as well expect to be supernaturally nourished as supernaturally informed.
To complain that we do not
know all that we desire to know is foolish and unreasonable. It
is tantamount to complaining that the mind of man is not differently constituted.
To attain the full altitude of the Knowable,
whatever that may be, should be our earnest aim, and more than

and

Truth

;

adapt

itself.

not for humanity.

which

is

it

is

We

may be

three to thirty

This

lines, making a grand total of, say, 10770 lines.
reader of the present day is, from the start, an oband notwithstanding the fact that Mr. Weeks possesses a

to the

stacle

;

singular mastery of the metre in which Paradise Lost has been
written,

we

are nevertheless constrained to doubt his thesis that

the rhythmical style
the lessons of

his

own

the

is

most appropriate wherein

modern science and modern thought.

Weeks

pose of Mr.

is

convey

to

But

the pur-

well-meant, and his doctrines are pure

;'

words, his success will have been equal to his ambition

in
if

he succeeds in helping to remove the " moralistic " errors that enslave thought and obstruct the development of true ethics.

inaccessible.

Man may know

NOTES.

We
George

all

is

that

an unnecessary

man

requires to

know."

shall publish
J.

Romanes

controversy

From

"The

to

within a very short time a reply by Mr.

M.

a desire to verify his researches as to the causes of

offers to microscopists

and

$100.,

and

of Music.

&

Co.

By W.

y. Henderson.

Chicago

:

A. C.

New York

••

Long-

McClurg Co.

Mr. Henderson has accomplished a work for which, we may
unhesitatingly say, both the lover of music and the thoroughpaced
virtuoso are immeasurably indebted
the one, in that his art has
been faithfully represented and the other, because he will find here
the complement and the verification of the indefinite and fragmentary knowledge he may before have possessed. It has been
the author's design " to give a succinct account of the progressive
he has disteps in the development of modern music as an art"
gressed, accordingly, from the usual biographical plan of the
:

;

;

Mr. C. A. Stephens, of Maine,

biologists three cash prizes, of $175.,

respectively,

for

the best three

comparative

by means of microscopical slides, of the blood
young and in aged tissues, canine, or human. For

demonstrations,
capillaries in

we refer persons interested
Norway Lake, Maine.

particulars, conditions, etc.,

Stephens's Laboratory,"

mans, Green,

Binet's latest article (No. 116) in the

Psychic Life of Micro-Organisms."

failing nutrition in aging organisms,

$125.,

certain that information

beyond the ultimate reach of Reason

The Story

is

to that,

this is

as

its subject, and that the rythmical style of that
most appropriate for this purpose." The book contains
three hundred and fifty- nine pages, and each page from thirty-

poem

following paragraph,

which we quote, as indicating the key-note of the discussion, contains in itself a refutation of the cast of Agnosticism that might be

Revelation

presentation of

Arrangements have been perfected

woman

to " C. A.

for organizing a liberal

suffrage association of a national character,

its initial

con-

This

vention to be held in Washington, D. C.,,Feb. 24-25, i8go.

has become necessary, the originators of the movement maintain,

because of the increasing conservative tendency of the present

and also because of the rapidly increasing danger of a
as shown by the efforts of
The
Christian Party in Politics," composed of both Catholics and
Protestants, towards the subversion of our secular form of government. Persons in consonance with this plan are invited to
societies,

union between Church and State

—

correspond with Matilda Joslyn Gage, Fayetteville, N.

'

'

Y'.
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